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PRINTER REPAIR

HP COLOR LASER:
REMOVE SHIPPING
LOCKS MESSAGE
Let us say you have an HP color laser printer, the kind where the toner
cartridges sit in a pull-out drawer (Fig.
A). Ever since a toner cartridge was
replaced, the control panel shows a
message: Remove Shipping Locks. Yet
the shipping locks were removed from
the new cartridge beforehand.
Unfortunately, error messages are
mistaken sometimes. We're told to fill
cassettes that aren't empty, to remove
jammed paper that wasn't picked up
in the first place and now, to remove
shipping locks that aren't there. We
call such errors false errors.

FIG A. PRINTERS WITH PULL-OUT TONER TRAYS,
SUCH AS THE CM2320, CAN GIVE THIS ERROR

The false Remove Shipping Locks
error affects HP color printers with the
toner cartridges arranged horizontally
in a pull-out tray. (See Fig. A). Here is a
partial list of models with this design.
•

CM1312, CM1410

•

CM2320

•

CP1210, CP1510, CP1520

•

CP2020

•

M251, M252

•

M274, M276, M277

•

M351, M375

•

M451

•

M475, M476

We at Liberty Parts Team discovered
that an improper cartridge ground
connection can cause this. Along the
inside right side of the printer is a row
of toner drive hubs (Fig B) that extend
out to engage the cartridges when
the front door is closed. In the center
of each hub is a grounding pin that is

FIG B. TONER DRIVE HUBS
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intended for a copper socket on the
right end of the carridge. This socket
consists of two copper prongs with a
space between them. The are shown in
Fig. C.
We have confirmed that the absence
of this ground connection triggers the
“Remove shipping locks” message.
There are two things to check.
We recommend first opening and
closing the door with the cartridges removed to make sure that the drive hubs
are extending properly (if not, you will
need to replace the drive assembly).

FIG C. COPPER SOCKET
WE RECOMMEND OPENING AND CLOSING THE
DOOR WITH THE CARTRIDGES REMOVED TO MAKE
SURE THAT THE DRIVE HUBS ARE EXTENDING
PROPERLY, THEN CHECKING THE FIT OF THE COPPER
PRONGS ON THE CARTRIDGE.
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Then check the cartridges – if the fit of
the ground pin into the copper prongs
is too loose, the connection may not
register. The solution we have found is
to use very fine-pointed needle-nose
pliers or a small flat-blade screwdriver
to squeeze the prongs closer together.
Note that you don’t want to squeeze
them until they touch – you have to
leave room for the ground pin. The object is to obtain a tighter fit. A number
of our customers have had success with
this procedure.
Other remedies for the false Remove
Printer Lock error have been suggested
by internet bloggers but we have seen
no evidence that they work. One of
these is to power up with no cartridges
installed, wait for the printer to complain about this, and then install the cartridges. Another is to shake the offending cartridge a bit before installing it. If
our suggested solution does not work,
these others are worth a try.
LPT
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

DESIGNJET SERVICE
In this article we discuss the repair
of HP DesignJet printers. We describe
the components and give a general
scheme for repairing these plotters, including the five essential maintenance
steps to perform with every repair.
ERROR CODES

Normally, DesignJets in need of repair will have a control panel message,
an error code, or a blinking light. Try
turning the machine off and on to see
if that clears the error. Check the error
log if you wish.
Next, look up the error in the appropriate service manual. A DesignJet error code consists of two numbers that
indicate the part of the printer experiencing the problem, followed by more
numbers that tell you what to do, and
in some cases, who should do it (the
enduser or a tech). The first two numbers are more or less standard (see
page 7), but the other numbers vary
with the various DesignJet models.

A. UNPLUG THE POWER CORD WHEN THE CARRIAGE MOVES AT POWERUP

B. NOW UNLOCKED, THE CARRIAGE CAN BE SLID EASILY

Once you have an idea of what is
going on, follow the following steps.
FIVE STEPS

LPT's Eddie Karlslyst recommends
technicians perform the following preliminary actions — regardless of the
DesignJet model — before attempting
repairs. "I always do this first to help in
troubleshooting," he says.

C. THE ENCLODER STRIP

These actions are: clean the encoder strip, oil the carriage rod, check the
carriage belt's condition, and clean
the printhead contacts. Before you
can perform these tasks you must do
the first step: free the carriage.
D. WIPE THE ENCLODER STRIP FROM ONE END
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1. Freeing the carriage. Normally,
the carriage is locked to the extreme
right of the plotter. It moves to the left
during powerup. To free it, power
on the printer and when the carriage
moves, unplug the power cord. Now
the carriage can be moved manually
out of the way as you perform the following steps.

E. WIPE TOWARD THE CENTER

F. REPEAT UNTIL THE CLOTH NO LONGER BECOMES SOILED AFTER WIPING

In Fig. A, a DesignJet 800 printer has
been powered off in this manner; the
carriage is outlined in red. Fig. B shows
the freed carriage being moved manually.
2. Wiping the encoder strip. The
encoder strip, shown in Fig. C, is a
mylar strip that runs through the carriage parallel with the carriage rod. Its
function is to read the position of the
carriage. With the cover open and the
carriage slid to the side, wipe the encoder strip with a cloth or paper towel
that was wetted with any of the following: water, non-ammoniated window
cleaner, or alcohol. Use nothing stronger. Reach in all the way (Fig. D) and
wipe toward the center (Fig. E). Repeat
this until the cloth is clean (Fig. F). Then
slide the carriage to the other end and
do the other side.
3. Oiling the carriage rod. For this
step, use oil, never grease and NOT
WD40. You need a lightweight oil such
as Tri-Flow or a similar synthetic lube
product.

G. CARRIAGE ROD: PUT A DROP OF OIL ON THE BUSHING (BELOW THE SCREW)

Repeat the following procedure
once or twice with the carriage in different locations. On both sides of the
carriage, place a drop the oil on the
bushing and another on the rod (Figs.
G, H) and move the carriage to smooth
out the oil.
4. Inspecting the Carriage Belt.
Check the condition of the carriage
belt as you’re smoothing out the oil on

H. AND ON THE ROD ON BOTH SIDES OF THE CARRIAGE, THEN SLIDE THE
CARRIAGE BACK AND FORTH
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the full length of the shaft (Fig. I). Make
sure the belt isn’t shredding.
5. Cleaning the printhead contacts. Clean the printhead contacts
on the heads and in the carriage
using
non-ammoniated
window
cleaner or alcohol on a paper towel
(Figs J, K). Plug in the power cord and
power on the printer. If the condition
is unaffected, follow the instructions in
the manual pertaining to the error code
or condition.

I. THE CARRIAGE BELT: WATCH FOR SHREDDING AS YOU SLIDE THE CARRIAGE
ALONG THE FULL LENGTH OF THE SHAFT

LPT

J. CLEAN THE PRINTHEAD CONTACTS ON THE HEADS AND IN
THE CARRIAGE

K. USE ALCOHOL OR NON-AMMONIATED WINDOW CLEANER
ON A CLOTH

DESIGNJET ERROR CODES
Code

Component/System

Code

Component/System

Code

Component/System

01

Main PCA/Electronics Module

32

Take-up Reel

63

Input/Output thru Network Card

02

Carriage/Carriage PCA

33

Sheet Feeder

64

Input/Output thru USB Port

03

Power Supply Unit

34

Dryer/Blower

65

Input/Output

04

Network Card

41

Paper-Axis Motor

71

Memory Management

05

Formatter

42

Scan-Axis Motor

72

Generic Firmware

06

Hard Disk Drive

43

Vacuum Fan

73

Servo

07

Interconnect PCA

51

Window Sensor

79

Assertion

08

Front Panel

52

Drop Detector

81

Media Advance

11

Trailing Cable

53

Media Sensor

82

Media Cut

12

Carriage Flex Circuit

54

Pinch-Arm Sensor

83

Single-Sheet Feeding

17

Interconnect Cable

55

Line Sensor

84

Roll Feeding

21

Service Station

56

Drive Roller Encoder Sensor

85

Media-Axis Encoder Reading

22

Ink Supply Station

57

Ink Leak Detector

86

Carriage Movement

23

Pressure System (APS)

58

Color Sensor

87

Scan-Axis Encoder Reading

24

Ink Delivery System

59

Media Type Sensor

91

Printhead Firing

25

Spittoon

61

Language Interpreting

92

Servicing

31

Cutter

62

Input/Output thru Parallel Port

93

Ink Pumping
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ORDERING DESIGNJET PARTS

Note that troubleshooting by swapping isn't a normal option because DesignJet parts cannot be returned.
Note also that certain parts - the carriage belt, encoder strip and the trailing cable - may come in different sizes
based on the maximum width of the paper for the printer. Make sure you order the correct size.

DIFFICULTY

Belt

Moves the carriage
across the paper for
printing

common

moderate

typically the only belt

Encoder Strip

Running through the
carriage board parallel
to the carriage rod, it
reads the position of
the carriage

uncommon;
may need
cleaning

moderate

check for wear of "hash marks"

05

Formatter

controls hard drive and
may contain firmware;
sometimes it is part of
hard drive

uncommon

easy

some have LEDS to help troubleshoot

06

Hard Drive

stores information and
perhaps firmware

uncommon

easy

Ink Supply Station

Pumps the ink from the
ink cartridges through
the tubes to the
printheads, sometimes
contain the electronics

uncommon

moderate

24?

Ink tubes (Delivery system)

Supply ink to the
printheads from the ink
supply station to the
carriage; sometimes
contain the electronics
of the ink supply station

uncommon

moderate

17

Interconnect
Cable

Links electronics
module to Interconnect
PCA

rare

easy

7

Interconnect PCA

uncommon

easy

01

Main PCA (Logic
Board, Electronics Module)

Contains the logic and
functions of the unit

uncommon

can be hard to
troubleshoot
when there are
multiple PCAs in
the unit

Sometimes it is the only electronic
board in the unit. Some plotters
spread main board functions to
several small PCAS

41,
42

Motors

various

very rare

moderate

Motors will for the most part not fail
in a printer that spits ink

03

Power Supply

Provides power

very rare

easy

21

Service Station

Wipes and seals the
printheads

uncommon

moderate

although service station errors
are common, they seldom need
replacement

11

Trailing Cables

Provide info to the carriage pca from the main
board

uncommon

moderate

the ends at carriage can erode or
fold

22

NOTES

FUNCTION

REPLACEMENT

DN PART

FREQUENCY

CODE

21,81,
86

21,81,
86
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REPLACMENT

To order DesignJet parts, call Liberty Parts Team at 888-444-8778.

Can clog if not frequently used.
Before replacing, try purging by
using Setup Printhead
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TECH ARTICLE

Extra Blank Page,
HP, Samsung
Getting an extra page at end of a
print job, or when a print job is paused,
is almost always caused by a sticky
pickup solenoid.
The solenoid controls the movement of a gear or clutch in the pickup
drive assembly. It consists of a metalencased wire coil and a spring-loaded
metal plate called the armature. When
it is time to pick up paper, electric current reaches the coil, which becomes
magnetized. This force pulls the armature from the gear, allowing it to turn
and assist the pickup of the paper in
the given tray. When the current stops,
the armature immediately relaxes and
stops the gear again. The impact of
the armature on the metal case is minimized by a felt pad.

SOLENOID PARTS
A.SPRING
B. COIL
C.FELT
D.ARMATURE

The weak link in this simple mechanism is the pad, which wears down and
exposes the glue beneath it. The stickiness slows the release of the armature,
resulting in an extra blank page slipping through.
When the pad wears out it is time to
replace the solenoid or, if it is unavailable, the appropriate pickup assembly.
For your convenience, part numbers
of available solenoids are on the next
page.
Solenoids for the cassette pickup
system are more likely to have this
problem than those for the multipurpose tray simply because cassettes are
used more. This may explain why we
haven't seen this problem in Lexmark
printers: their cassettes typically don't
use solenoids.

4200 SOLENOID WITH WORN-OUT FELT

LJ 1320

SCX5135ND

LPT
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Selected HP LaserJet and Samsung
Laser Printer Pickup Solenoid Part Numbers
LaserJet Printer Model

Solenoid - Tray 2

1160/1320
2100
2200
2410/2420/2430
2500
2550/2820/2840
3380
3390/3392
4200/4250/4300/4350/(M)4345
5000
5100
5200
M401/M425
M435
M601/M602/M603
M2727
M4555
P2015
P2035/P2055
P4014/P4015/P4515

RK2-0424
RH7-5209
RH7-5270
RK2-0528

RK2-1096
RK2-4078
RK2-0424
RK2-1587
RK2-0269 or 0270 RK2-0269 or 0270
RK2-0424
RK2-1587
RK2-2731-N
RK2-0270
RK2-0269 or 0270

LaserJet Printer Model, Solenoids NLA

PU Asm - Tray 2

4000
4000T/TN
4100

RG5-2672
RG5-2683
RG5-5277

Samsung Printer Model

Solenoid - Cassette Solenoid - MP Tray

CLP-660 / CLX-6240FX
ML-1510 / ML-1710 / ML-1750
ML-2150
SCX-5135ND
SCX-5636N
SCX5135ND

JC33-00022A

RH7-5385
RK2-0064
RK2-0424
RK2-0269
RH7-5195-R
RH7-5236-R
RK2-1096

JC33-00012A

Solenoid - Opt Tray Solenoid - MP Tray

RH7-5213

RH7-5212
RH7-5273
RK2-0526
RH7-5338
RH7-5383
RK2-0064-R

RK2-0269 or 0270 RK2-0276
RH7-5194-R
RK2-0269
RK2-0426
RK2-0270
RK2-0270

RK2-2731-N

PU Asm - Opt Tray

PU Asm - MP Tray

RG5-2684

RG5-2690
RG5-2690
RG5-5293

JC33-00010A
JC33-00013A
JC33-00028B

JC33-00027C
JC33-00025B

To order LaserJet, Samsung parts and other printer parts, call your
Liberty Parts Team account executive toll-free at 888-444-8778.
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LPT
SPECIALS
HP 4250N PRINTER
LPT REMAN $405
M620 JETDIRECT J7934A
NEW OEM $89
M750 TRANSFER KIT CE516A-N
NEW OEM $359
T640 FUSER 40X2592
NEW OEM $179
M602 MAINT KIT CF064A
NEW OEM $289
PRICES VALID THROUGH MAY 15 2016,
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST. PRICES ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 888-444-8778
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the best p4015 fuser in the market
Remanufactured with the best components
individually tested and inspected
made in the usa

For reliable fusers,
liberty parts team: 888-444-8778

